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Jet Lowe, photographer       September 1981 

CA-2225-1 GENERAL VIEW, FRONT AND SIDE 

CA-2225-2 FRONT ELEVATION 

CA-2225-3 ENTRANCE 

CA-2225-4 GENERAL VIEW, REAR AND SIDE 

CA-2225-5 INTERIOR, ROTUNDA 

CA-2225-6 INTERIOR, GALLERY 

CA-2225-7 INTERIOR, STAIRWAY AND MURALS 
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Photos were taken of the third floor of the Maritime Museum prior to restoration work being
done on the murals.  Photos were taken without a filter and views 43, 47, 48, 49, 50, 53, 54, 55,
56, 58 and 59 were taken at night using artificial lighting and should be adjusted with a blue
filter for more accurate representation of the colors.

INDEX TO BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Todd A Croteau, photographer, 2012

CA-2225-8 View of the entire room from east end to west end showing
terrazzo floor, all four columns and south wall.

CA-2225-9 View of the entire room west end to east end showing terrazzo
floor (buoy design), north and south walls  columns to the left
and stairway to the right.  Also note the ship's wheel motif
chandelier.

CA-2225-10 View of entire room from east to west showing the north and
east side of the columns and the compass rose motif on the
terrazzo floor.

CA-2225-11 Similar view in vertical orientation showing compass rose detail.

CA-2225-12 Detail of ship's wheel motif in the central portion of the terrazzo
floor.  Also note the stairway up to the fourth floor.

CA-2225-13 View of entire room from west to east showing the north and
west side of the columns

CA-2225-14 Detail of interior wall at east end of the room.  The utility
room/galley is behind the door.
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CA-2225-15 Detail of interior wall at west end of the room.  A storage room
is behind the door.

CA-2225-16 Detail of the south wall at the east end showing bas relief
sculpture and painted surfaces as well as terrazzo floor designs.

CA-2225-17 Detail of the south wall at the center showing bas relief
sculpture and stairways to fourth floor.

CA-2225-18 Detail of the south wall at the west end showing bas relief
sculpture and terrazzo floor designs along with stairway to the
fourth floor at left.

CA-2225-19 Detail of west end wall with bas relief and painted surface.

CA-2225-20 Detail of column 1 - west elevation.

CA-2225-21 Detail of column 1 - south elevation.

CA-2225-22 Detail of column 1 - east elevatoin.

CA-2225-23 Detail of column 1 - north elevation.

CA-2225-24 Detail of column 2 - west elevation.

CA-2225-25 Detail of column 2 - south elevation.

CA-2225-26 Detail of column 2 - north elevation.

CA-2225-27 Detail of column 3 - west elevation.

CA-2225-28 Detail of column 3 - south elevation.  Note that much of this has
been replastered.

CA-2225-29 Detail of column 3 - east elevation.  Note the plaster repair in
white.

CA-2225-30 Detail of column 4 - west elevation.

CA-2225-31 Detail of column 4 - south elevation.

CA-2225-32 Detail of column 4 - east elevation.

CA-2225-33 Detail of column 4 - north elevation.

CA-2225-34 Detail of center door on the north side looking out towards the
bay.

CA-2225-35 Detail of ship's wheel motif for the brass door handle.
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CA-2225-36 Detail of ship's wheel motif chandelier hanging in the room.

CA-2225-37 Detail of wall sconce in the room.

INDEX TO COLOR TRANSPARENCIES

Todd A Croteau, photographer, 2012

CA-2225-38 (CT) View of room from east end looking west.

CA-2225-39 (CT) View of room from east end looking west along the north
(waterview) wall.

CA-2225-40 (CT) View of room from east end looking west along the north wall
(vertical orientation)

CA-2225-41 (CT) Detail of ship's wheel motif in the floor at the center of the
room.

CA-2225-42 (CT) View of room from west end looking east.  Note the buoy motif
in the floor at right.

CA-2225-43 (CT) Detail of the buoy motif in the floor at the west end of the room.

CA-2225-44 (CT) View of room from west end looking east along the north wall.

CA-2225-45 (CT) Detail of the pantry room wall and door at the east end of the
main room.

CA-2225-46 (CT) Detail of the swinging doors on the east end wall.

CA-2225-47 (CT) Detail of the doorway at the east end wall.

CA-2225-48 (CT) Detail of Column 1, west face.

CA-2225-49 (CT) Detail of Column 1, south face.

CA-2225-50 (CT) Detail of Column 1, east face.

CA-2225-51 (CT) Detail of Column 1, north face.

CA-2225-52 (CT) Detail of Column 2, north face.

CA-2225-53 (CT) Detail of Column 3, west face.

CA-2225-54 (CT) Detail of Column 3, east face.

CA-2225-55 (CT) Detail of Column 4, south face.

CA-2225-56 (CT) Detail of Column 4, east face.
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CA-2225-57 (CT) Detail of Column 4, north face.

CA-2225-58 (CT) Detail of west end wall.

CA-2225-59 (CT) Detail of interior wall at west end looking east.
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Photographs HABS CA-2225-1 through CA-2225-59 were previously transmitted to the Library of
Congress.  The following nine photographs were taken on January 31, 2013, following restoration of the
ceiling art but before the room's side walls were painted.  Thus the wall sconces and window banks are
still covered in protective plastic, and conservation equipment appears throughout the images.

INDEX TO BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS

David G. De Vries, photographer, January 2013

CA-2225-60 Overview across the room to the northeast, showing the entry doors
and the fifth window bank.

CA-2225-61 Overview toward the southeast rear wall, from the east entry doors to
the first bank of windows on the south.

CA-2225-62 Overview to the west, showing the first, second, and third window
banks, from the southeast to west.

CA-2225-63 Overview toward the northwest front wall, showing the second window
bank at the left, and the smaller fifth window bank at the right.  The
entry doors are just out of view to the right.

CA-2225-64 An identical view to the northwest, with flash to emphasize the
tonalities painted on the upper wall.  The view also includes a
surveyor's rod for scale, placed vertically at the center column.  The
scale is 13'-2" tall, and rests on the floor.

CA-2225-65 Extreme wide angle view from the floor, showing the concentric color
patterns on the ceiling at the center of the room, before re-installation
of the chandelier.

CA-2225-66 Detail, northeast wall between the fifth bank of windows on the east,
and the entry doors.

CA-2225-67 Detail of the east wall, adjacent to the entry doors. View to the east.

CA-2225-68 Detail, southeast wall at the first window bank on the southeast
perimeter.


